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15, 2016Can I use it to make a gif? Watch-The-Three-PackOct 15, 2016Watch-The-Three-PackOct 16, 2016Ok thank you! It may take a while... LostDragon198Mar 15, 2016That sprite from Chara is really cute. (undertal spoilers)a reference sheet for chara! As usual, this is only for those who want to draw/describe/cosplay chara as accurately canon as possible. however, don't let
this hinder your creativity - you're free to choose what to use this!chara has medium-length hair that stops above their shoulder.they have blunt bangs (aka: full fringe).the ponies of the sprite look less full than the bangs of the sepia art, but that's probably because the sprite would look terrible in a different way (here's a terrifying example) their cheeks are rounder than frisk's.they
wear a long-sleeved crew neck shirt.the shirt has only a streep.de stripe goes only over the torso, not over the sleeves.in the sepia artwork, asriel's shirt matches charas and has only one stripe.chara's bottom dress is a bit hard to decipher. the sprite art looks like pants (or shorts) with matching shoes, but the sepia art is even vaguer. the only thing clear is that they are covered
waist to foot in the same color.chara seems shorter than asriel in the sepia art - even bent over, asriel is still larger. (We took apart the sepia artwork to estimate the exact height difference.) asriel's overworld sprite is actually shorter than charas, but measurements based on overworld sprites have proven unreliable.in the sepia art, chara seems to have a slimmer build than
jumpscare asrielchara sprites are called spr_truechara_laugh_0/1/2 - chara laughs during the jumpscare.their mouth in the jumpscare is really big, but unlike the eyes, does not seem to melt.color:chara's hair and pants seem the same color in their sprite.however, the sepia art usually marks the pants as darker than their hair.chara's eyes are normally brown except during the
soulless pacifist end, where their eyes turn red (possibly frisk's eye color?). but the brown would just be a stand-in, like how Toriel's overworld sprites has black eyes, while they've seen them with reddish-brown eyes in battle.their shirt stripe is the same color as their skin (#ffe9b0)chara's jumpscare eyes are not really black, but the regular color of their eyes, brown (and, in what
appears to be a potential color error, also the color of their hair). # undertale chara asriel asriel dreemurr ut reference gif the height comparison was definitely the most fun part of this! chara is a Child With a Baby Face and a Popular Hairstyle Freeuse Undertale Spritesheet By Sodaddict On Deviantart - Undertale Chara Sprite Sheet is a free transparent PNG image carefully
selected by PNGkey.com. The resolution of PNG image is 311x668 and classified in undertal sans, undertal soul, deviant art logo. Using Search and Advanced Filtering on PNGkey is the best way to find more PNG images related to Freeuse Undertale Spritesheet by Sodaddict On Deviantart - Undertale Chara Sprite Sheet. If this PNG image is useful to you, share it with more
friends on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and Pinterest.! Previous sheet | Next sheet This page does not work well in portrait mode on mobile. Rotate your device. Device.
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